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1. Overview 

This paper describes STAIR Lab submission to       
ActivityNet 2018 Challenge for guest task C:       
Trimmed Event Recognition (Moments in Time) [1].       
Our approach is to utilize three networks, Audio        
Net, Spatial-temporal Net, and DenseNet to make       
individual predictions, then use MLP to fuses the        
results to make an overall prediction. The flow chart         
of our approach is shown in figure 1. 

2. Implementation 

2.1 Audio network 
Our audio dataset training is different from other        

methods. Usually, auditory raw waveforms are used       
as input and are fed into a model like SoundNet [2].           
In our case, firstly, we converted auditory raw        
waveforms to spectrogram images, then fed them to        
2D ResNet101 [3] to train a classifier. The top-1         
accuracy of this model is 13.04%, which is higher         
than top-1 accuracy 7.60% presented in [1]. 
 
2.2 Spatial-temporal network 

We used 3D ResNet101 [4] to extract       
spatial-temporal visual features from a video. To       
train a classifier, a temporal position in an input         
video is randomly selected, and 16 frames are        
extracted around the selected temporal position. The       
frames are spatially cropped by multi-scale random       
four corner and center cropping, and horizontally       
flipped with 50% probability. Other parameters are       
same as the paper [4]. 
 
2.3 2D RGB network 

Single frame in a video is still informative even         
in the action recognition. So we used DenseNet [5]         
for extracting image features from a randomly       
selected frame in a video. Number of layers was         
201. 
 
2.4 Fusion 

We utilized the three models above to predict the         
test set. Log Softmax function is applied to the last          
layer of each model, and results are concatenated to         
generate two vectors, one including audio      
prediction, the other without audio prediction. Then,       
MLP is trained. Top-1 and top-5 accuracy of out         
method for the validation set are shown in table 1. 
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